Using 2-aminopurine fluorescence to detect base unstacking in the template strand during nucleotide incorporation by the bacteriophage T4 DNA polymerase.
The fluorescence of the base analogue 2-aminopurine (2AP) was used to detect physical changes in the template strand during nucleotide incorporation by the bacteriophage T4 DNA polymerase. Fluorescent enzyme-DNA complexes were formed with 2AP placed in the template strand opposite the primer terminus (the n position) and placed one template position 5' to the primer terminus (the n + 1 position). The fluorescence enhancement for 2AP at the n position was shown to be due to formation of the editing complex, which indicates that the 2AP-T terminal base pair is recognized primarily as a mismatch. 2AP fluorescence at the n + 1 position, however, was a reporter for DNA interactions in the polymerase active center that induce intrastrand base unstacking. T4 DNA polymerase produced base unstacking at the n + 1 position following formation of the phosphodiester bond. Thus, the increase in fluorescence intensity for 2AP at the n + 1 position could be used to measure the nucleotide incorporation rate in primer extension reactions in which 2AP was placed initially at the n + 2 position. Primer extension occurred at the rate of about 314 s(-1). The amount of base unstacking at the template n + 1 position was sensitive to the local DNA sequence. More base unstacking was detected for DNA substrates with an A-T base pair at the primer terminus compared to C-G or G-C base pairs. Since proofreading is also increased by A-T base pairs compared to G-C base pairs at the primer terminus, we propose that base unstacking may provide an opportunity for the DNA polymerase to reexamine the primer terminus.